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Abstract: To improve the efficiency of group signature, an efficient and secure dynamic group signature scheme 
is proposed based on the ELGamal encryption and signature of knowledge. It allows the group manager to add new 
members or delete old members freely. Furthermore, the length of the signature and the computational effort for 
signing and verifying are independent of the number of the group members and the deleted group members. So it 
may have many practical applications in e-commerce and military. 
Key words: signature of knowledge; e-th root of discrete logarithm; group signature; dynamic group signature; 

coalition-resistance 

摘  要: 为了提高群签名的效率,利用 ELGamal 加密和知识签名提出了一个有效且安全的动态群签名方案.该
方案可以灵活地增加和删除群成员.并且签名长度以及签名与验证的工作量均独立于群成员与已删除群成员

的人数. 
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Group signature is introduced by Chaum and Van Heyst[1]. A group signature scheme allows any member of a 
group to sign messages on behalf of the group. Signatures can be verified with respect to a single group public key, 
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but they do not reveal the identity of the signer. Furthermore, it is not possible to decide whether two signatures 
have been issued by the same group member, However, there exists a designated group manager who can, in case of 
a later dispute, open signatures and reveal the identity of the signer. 

The salient features of group signatures make them attractive for many specialized applications such as voting 
and bidding. More generally, group signatures can be used to conceal organizational structures. 

After introduction of the concept of group signature, many group signature schemes[2−4] have been proposed. 
But all of them can not revoke a group member’s ability to sign messages freely. A group signature which can allow 
the group manager to add new members or delete old members is defined as a dynamic group signature, which is 
introduced firstly by Chen and Pedersen[5]. They also give a corresponding scheme, however, in which the length of 
the secret keys of each member and the group manager is linear in the size of the group. Later people give some 
delete protocols[6,7] for some group signatures[3,4] so that they become dynamic. Unfortunately the delete protocols 
also increase the length of signatures and computational effort for signing and verifying. Furthermore, the length of 
a signature and / or the computational effort for signing and verifying depends on the number of the deleted group 
members. So all of them are not efficient.  

In this paper, we present an efficient and secure dynamic group signature scheme, which allows the group 
manager to add new members or delete group members freely. The length of a signature and the computational 
effort for signing and verifying do not depend on the number of the deleted group members. So our new group 
signature scheme is more efficient than the schemes in Refs.[5−7]. It may have many practical applications in 
e-commerce as well as in military. 

1   Dynamic Group Signatures 

We begin with a definition of dynamic group signatures. 
Definition 1. A dynamic group signature scheme is a digital signature scheme comprised of the following 

procedures: 
SETUP: an algorithm for generating the initial group public key Y, a dynamic parameter, and a group 

manager’s secret key S. 
JOIN: a protocol between the group manager and a user, which makes the user become a new group member. 

The user’s output is a membership certificate and a corresponding secret key. 
DELETE: a protocol between the group manager and group members that results in a group member’s ability 

to sign messages being revoked. 
SIGN: an algorithm that, on the input of a group public key, a membership certificate, a secret key, and a 

message m, outputs a group signature of m. 
VERIFY: an algorithm for establishing the validity of an alleged group signature of a message with respect to 

a group public key. 
OPEN: an algorithm that, given a message, a valid group signature on it, a group public key, and a group 

manager’s secret key, determines the identity of the signer. 
A dynamic group signature scheme must satisfy the following security properties: 
Unforgeability: Only group members are able to sign messages on behalf of the group. 
Anonymity: Given a group signature, identifying the actual signer is computationally hard for everyone but the 

group manager. 
Unlinkability: Deciding whether two different group signatures are computed by the same group member is 

computationally hard. 
Exculpability: Neither a group member nor the group manager can sign on behalf of other group members. 
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Traceability: The group manager is always able to open a valid group signature and identify the actual signer, 
moreover, a signer can not prevent the opening of a valid group signature. 

Coalition-resistance: A colluding subset of group members can not generate valid group signatures that can 
not be traced. 

Revocability: A group signature produced using SIGN by a deleted group member must be rejected using a 
VERIFY. 

2   Preliminaries and Techniques 

After giving the notation, this section introduces the building blocks necessary in the subsequent design of our 
group signature scheme. 

2.1   Notations 

The symbol || denotes the concatenation of two (binary) strings (or of binary representations of integers and 

group elements) and ‘ ’ denotes the empty string. If A is a set, a∈RA means that a is chosen at random from A 

according to the uniform distribution. Finally, we assume a collision resistant hash function H: {0,1}→{0,1} k 

(k≈160). 

2.2   Signature of knowledge 

Let G=〈g〉 be a cyclic group of order n. The discrete logarithm of y∈G to the base g is the smallest positive 
integer x satisfying gx=y. 

An e-th root of the discrete logarithm of y∈G to the base g is an integer x satisfying g(xe)=y if such an x exists. 
The concept of signature of knowledge is introduced by Camenisch[2]. Informally, the signature of knowledge 

can be seen as an non-interactive proof of knowledge. 
The first primitive we define is a signature of the knowledge of the discrete logarithm of y to the base g. It is 

basically Schnorr Signatureon[8], a message m of the entity knowing the discrete logarithm of y. 

Definition 2. A pair  satisfying  is a signature of knowledge of the 

discrete logarithm of the element

*}1,0{),( n
k Zsc ×∈

Gy

)||||||( cs yggymHc =

∈ to the base g on the message m. It is denoted by (see 
Ref.[3]). 

)}(:{ mgySPK αα =

Such a signature can be computed if the secret key yx glog=  is known, by choosing r at random from  

and computing c and S according to  and 

*
nZ

)||||||( rggymHc = ).)(modncx(rs −=  

Definition 3. A pair  satisfying  is a signature of 

equality of the discrete logarithm of the group element z with respect to the base h and the discrete logarithm of the 

group element y with respect to the base g for the message m. It is denoted by  (see 

Ref.[3]). 

*}1,0{),( n
k Zsc ×∈ )||||||||||||( cscs ygzhghyzmHc =

:{ hzSPK α = )}(mgy αα =∧

Such a signature can also be computed if the secret key zyx hg loglog ==  is known, by choosing r at random 

from  and computing c and S according to  and *
nZ )|||||||| rr ghghy||||( zmHc = )( cxrs −=  . )(modn

Definition 4. A 3-tuple  satisfying  

 is a signature of the knowledge on the message m. The knowledge includes the h-part of the representation 
of the element y to the bases g and h equaling the discrete logarithm of the element z

2*
21 }1,0{),,( n

k Zssc ×∈

:),{( 1zhgy βαβα =∧=

221
111121 ||||||||||||||||||( scssc hzhgyghhgzzymHc =

)}(1 mα

)|| 1
12
sc gz

1 to the base h1, and the g-part 
of the representation of the element y to the bases g and h equaling the discrete logarithm of the element z2 to the 
bases g1. It is denoted by  (see Ref.[3]). 21 gzhSPK β =∧
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Such a signature can also be computed if the secret key satisfying  and  is 

known, by choosing  and computing  and  according to 

),( 21 xx

is

221
11, xxx hzhgy ==

||||||( 1 zzymHc

1
12
xgz =

|||||| 11 ghh*
21, nR Zrr ∈ c ||||2 g=  

and )|||| 1221
11
rrrr ghhg ))(modns ( cxr iii −= .21 ≤≤ i  

Definition 5. Let l k≤  be a security parameter. An )1( +l -tuple  satisfying the 
equation. 

l
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k
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is a signature of knowledge of an e-th root of the discrete logarithm of y to the base g, and is denoted by 
(see Ref.[3]). )}(:{ mgySKROOTLOG

eαα =
Such a signature can be computed if the e-th root x of the discrete logarithm of y to the base g is known. One 

first computes the values  for  by randomly choosing . Then, c is set to 

 and finally 

)(* e
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for . It can easily be seen that the resulting tuple  satisfies the verification equation. li ,...,1= ),...,,( 1 lssc
Definition 6. An efficient signature of knowledge of the e-th root of the g-part of a representation of y to the 

bases h and g, denoted by E-SKROOTREP  consists of an (e−1)-tuple  
and of a signature of knowledge  

),}(:),{( mghy
eβαβα = 1

11 ),...,( −
− ∈ e

e Gyy

∧=∧∧=∧== −−
− δγδγδγδγγ 211211
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The signature of knowledge can be verified by checking the correctness of U (see Ref.[3]). 
The following equation explains why a verifier will be convinced of the prover’s knowledge of ),( βα : 

.)...))((...(
1

1
2

21121 ... eeee
eeee ghghghhhhy βαδδγδγδγγδδδδγγγγ ===

−−
−− ++++  

Such a signature can be computed if values r and x in Zn are known for which : one first computes 

the values for 

exr ghy =
i

i xr
i ghy = 1,...,1 −= ei  with randomly chosen ni Zr ∈ , then the signature of knowledge U is 

computed. 

3   Construction of the Dynamic Group Signature Scheme 

Based on the above signatures of knowledge, we propose an efficient and secure dynamic group signature 
scheme. The following is the details of construction. 
SETUP 

The group manager computes the following values: 
a RSA module and q are two large primes. is a field and 111 , pqpn = 1 pZ 1| −pn . 

an integer , e is a relative prime to1>e )(nφ . 
two integers  whose e-th roots can not be computed without knowing the factorization of n. 1, 21 >aa
a cyclic group G=〈g〉 of order n in which computing discrete logarithms is infeasible. 
a public key  for a randomly chosen value ρhyR = nZ∈ρ . 

a dynamic parameter , for time T. *
nRT Za ∈

The group’s public key is Y ),,,,,,( 21 RygGaaen= and the group manager’s secret key is ).,,( 11 ρqpS =  The 
group public key Y and the dynamic parameter are put in the public notation board which can only be 
modified or renewed by the group manager. 

),( TaT

JOIN 
To become a group member, Alice computes her membership certificate as follows: 
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1) Alice chooses  as her secret key, and computes  as her public key. *
nR Zx∈ xgy = )(mod p

2) To prevent the group manager from learning x, this certificate must be issued using the blind RSA-signature 
scheme of Chaum[8]. 

(1) Alice computes 
*

2
2

1 ),mod)((~
nR

e Zrnaxarx ∈+=   

)mod(~ 2
pygy xx ==  

}~:{ ααα yygySPKU =∧== (‘’) 

})~(:{ 21
~ eaax gygSKROOTLOGV ββ == (‘’) 

~~then Alice sends Uyx ,,  and V to the manager. 
(2) Checking the correctness of the signatures of knowledge U and V, if they are correct, the manager 

computes: 
exv /1~~ = )(modn  

e
Ta /1)( )(modn  

e
T

e
TT xaavv /1/1 )~()(~~ =⋅= )(modn  

~and sends Tv to Alice. 

(3) Alice unbinds and thereby obtains her membership certificate: 
e

TTT axaarvv /1
2

2
1 )]([/~ +== )(modn . 

Let us now explain what the signatures of knowledge U and V actually mean. The signature U shows that Alice 
knows the discrete logarithm x of y to the base g, and the discrete logarithm of y~ to the base y is equal to x. The 

signature assures that )(~
2

2
1 axarx e +=

x
 )  holds for the coming r Alice knows, and therefore the group 

manager can conclude that 
(modn

~  is correctly blinded in the secret key. 
DELETE 

If the manager wants to revoke Bob’s ability to sign messages at time T ′ , he chooses aT ′  randomly as a 
dynamic parameter after time T ′  and puts (aT ′ ,T ′ )in the public notation board. Thus the manager can compute the 
blind certificates for all the members of the group except Bob. For example, he computes the blind certificate for 
Alice. 

e
T

e
TT xaavv /1/1 )~()(~~

′′′ == )(modn . 
~He sends Tv ′  to Alice, but he sends nothing to Bob. 

Similarly, Alice can compute her membership certificate: 
e

TTT axaarvv /1
2

2
1 )]([/~ +== ′′′ )(modn . 

So Bob’s ability to sign messages is revoked because he has not a corresponding membership certificate after 
time T ′ . 
SIGN 

To sign a message m, Alice computes the following values: 
z
R

xz
R ygyyA == )(mod p ,  *

nR Zz∈
zhB = )(mod p  

xz
R

x ygC
2

= )(mod p  

)}(:),{(1 mAChBygASPKV R
αββαβα =∧=∧==  

)}()(:),{( 21
2 mgygCSKROOTLOGEV

e
T

R
aaa δγδγ =−= ′  

The resulting signature on the message consists of . ),,,,( 21 VVCBA

VERIFY 
The signature  is valid if the two signatures of knowledge and  are correct. ),,,,( 21 VVCBA  1V 2V
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The following explains briefly why such a signature convinces a verifier that the signer knows a membership 
certificate and the corresponding secret key. Consider the signature  it ‘Proves’ that the signer knows her secret 

key

:1V

x and the pair  is an ELGamal encryption),( BA [8] of encrypted under the group manager’s public key . 

It also ‘proves’ that the signer’s secret key

xg Ry

x is equal to the discrete logarithm of C to the base A . Similarly, the 
signature V guarantees that the signer knows her membership certificate v because of  2 T ′

e
TTTTTT vxzaa

R
axaaxzaa

R
aaaxz

R
xaaa gygygyggC ′′′′′′ ⋅=⋅== +⋅ )()()( 12

2
1121

2
21 ])[()( )(mod p . 

OPEN 
In the case of a dispute, the manager can recover the signer’s public key  and may also give 

the signature of knowledge 

ρBAy /= )(mod p

}/:{ ααα hyByASPKU R =∧== (‘ ’) as the proof. 

4   Security of the Proposed Scheme 

Our scheme is secure and coalition-resistant under the RSA and decisional Diffie-Hellman assumptions[4]. The 
security of the non-interactive variant, i.e. the group signature scheme, relies additionally on the random oracle 
model. 

Unforgeability: Only group members are able to sign messages on behalf of the group because the group 
signature scheme is a statistical zero-knowledge (honest-verifier) proof of knowledge of the membership certificate 
and corresponding secret key, if we assume that hash function H behaves as a random function. 

Anonymity: We know that the signer’s public key is encrypted and the underlying signatures of knowledge are 
statistically zero-knowledge, and no information about  is statistically revealed by  in the 

random oracle model. So it is computationally hard for everyone except the group manager to identify the actual 
signer. 

y ),,,,( 21 VVCBA

Unlinkability: Deciding if two signatures and ),,,,( 21 VVCBA ),,,,( 21 VVCBA ′′′′′  are computed by the same group 

member is computationally hard because the signer’s public key is encrypted randomly. Similarly as for anonymity, 
the problem of linking two signatures reduces to decide whether the discrete logarithms  and 

are equal. This is, however, impossible under the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption

)/(log AA
Ry ′

)/(log BBh ′ [4]. 

Exculpability: Neither a group member nor the group manager can sign on behalf of other group members, 
because all of them don’t know other group member’s secret key due to the security of blind RSA-signature scheme 
of Chaum and ELGamal encryption. 

Traceability: From the “open” algorithm, we know that the group manager is able to open any valid group 
signature and provably identify the actual signer. 

Coalition-Resistance: A colluding subset of group members can not generate a valid signature that can not be 
traced because only the group manager can issue the group member’s membership certificates. 

Revocability: A deleted group member can not issue a valid group signature again because he has not a 
corresponding membership certificate after time T ′ . 

Furthermore, the signatures issued by a deleted group member before he is deleted are still anonymous and 
unlinkable because the DELETE protocol reveals no information about the deleted member. 

5   Efficiency of the Proposed Scheme 

Our group signature scheme allows the group manager to add new members or delete group members freely. 
Furthermore, the length of a signature and the computational effort for signing and verifying do not depend on the 
number of the deleted group members. So our scheme is more efficient. 
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6   Conclusions 

This paper presents a dynamic group signature scheme which is more efficient than the previous dynamic 
group signature schemes. 
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